BOWEN & OTHERS v THE NATIONAL TRUST
COMMENTARY ON JUDGEMENT

This was an interesting case with a number of notable features. It was not about whether or how often the
tree had been inspected, or at what level of competence, but centred instead on the care exercised by the
inspectors.
The Defence sought initially to advance their position to some extent based on the very low annualised
fatal risk (AFR) arising from tree failure in the UK, as well as on a reverse‐engineering by the Defence expert
of two tree risk assessment systems (THREATS and QTRA). As an informative, I had not done this as I
consider that the application of inevitably subjective risk‐assessment after the fact has insufficient
credibility to be offered as expert evidence.
In preliminary discussions, the Judge made clear he was not interested in post‐event tree risk assessment,
and declined to hear related evidence. Concerning tree‐related AFR, the Judge stated that such statistics
were not necessarily material to a question of liability. Under cross‐examination, I put it in this way:
The annualised fatal risk in the UK arising from the escape of a lion from a wild animal park is effectively
zero as it has never happened. This does not mean that liability would not attach to harm arising if an
owner failed to secure his animals.
Turning to the judgment itself, clearly it is disappointing for any expert to be on the losing side, even more
so when subject to judicial criticism. There were a number of arboriculturists in court for my evidence and
all are surprised both at the outcome and at the Judge’s comments.
The matter that gave particular rise to these comments is, understandably, not wholly elucidated in the
judgement – only a transcript can do that. The main point to have escaped the narrative is my contention
that it is inherently undesirable to have a lack of clarity in a safety manual. Given that both experts agreed
that the manual in question was unclear, I am content that I gave a true opinion on this point. That said,
naturally the Judge is entitled to conclude as he did: after all, I did accept that I had (slightly) over‐stated
the position on this (relatively minor) point. However, elsewhere I was at pains to identify matters contrary
to the interest of my instructing client, though this is not referred to in the judgement.
One element of the judgement requires particular comment; paragraph 42 states:
“…the claimants argue the bare possibility of a failure of a tree branch in a medium risk zone is
enough to trigger tagging and remedial action…”
This was not, in fact, the Claimant’s case (nor was it my evidence) which was, instead, that the threshold
for action (where people were foreseeably at risk) should be the identification of a reasonable
foreseeability of failure. Conversely, the Defence expert argued that the threshold for action should be an
identified probability of failure. I remain of the view that the latter is incorrect and I note that the
judgement does not specifically endorse the Defence position on this point.
Concerning predictability of failure, the fatal branch (which was over 21m long) was 500mm in diameter,
and had narrow‐profiled lateral broadening at, and to either side of the union extending to 140mm and
120mm (i.e. almost half the width of the branch in aggregate). My evidence was that this was adaptive
growth and a classic VTA telltale of structural distress, indicative of a probable crack in the union. Thus, the
adaptive growth indicated a high likelihood of failure and this was the only plausible conclusion based on
the visual evidence.

Concerning persons at risk, the tree stood on the edge of a glade at the confluence of three paths with a
children’s den ca. 7m away (it was smashed when the branch fell). The paths were assessed by the tree’s
owner as being ‘medium risk’ due to their frequent usage by children from a nearby outward bound
centre, who regularly visited the wood for an orienteering exercise. This was run ca. twice weekly for much
of the year, with a mean daily attendance of 34 children (plus dog walkers and visitors to the estate),
working in groups of around ten. For the exercise, the children were given a map which routed them to the
confluence of the paths.
It was my evidence that it was predictably likely that the children would stop at the path junction in order
to consult their map (i.e. so as to determine which path to take). Thus, they were likely to linger within the
target area, much as they were doing on the day of the accident. I did not reach this conclusion based on
hindsight, as it seemed to me to be fairly obvious human behaviour to look at a map when presented with
a choice of directions in an unfamiliar location.
Anyway, for this reason, I contended that the locus of the target ought logically to be higher risk than the
‘medium’ classification of the adjacent paths, and because the system in place only had one higher
classification, ‘high risk’, then arguably this should apply. That said, it is notable that the system in place
made no distinction between medium and high risk areas with regards to what was required by inspectors:
a rapid but careful search for clear defects, with hazardous or potentially hazardous trees being recorded.
To assist interested parties in understanding those aspects of the Claimant’s case that arise from my
evidence, I append following my site photographs which were before the Court. I wish to draw attention to
the wound on the stem of the incident tree; it was my evidence that the lack of an investigation of the
significance of this clear defect was indicative of a low standard of care, which was further suggested by
the absence of recording or intervention directed at the union of the fatal branch. Neither the wound nor
the union were considered by the National Trust tree inspector to be ‘hazardous or potentially hazardous’.
Finally, the main implication of the judgement appears to be that it can be a defence for tree inspectors to
say that features they observed prior to an accident in a low usage area were not, at the time they saw
them, considered to be hazardous.

Julian Forbes-Laird,
July 2011

P1 Decaying breakout wound from failure of B1 circled yellow
(BOW of B3 arrowed red)

P2 Breakout wound from failure of B2 (circled red)

P3 B2 lying in adjacent undergrowth to where it was cleared following failure

P4 Proximal end of B2 (matches morphology of breakout wound on tree)

P6 Looking south (above); P7 looking east (below)
Fatal branch B3 arrowed yellow; den (adjacent to sweet chestnut) circled red
(Note: Pink arrows indicate branches that failed subsequent to the accident)

P5 Looking north towards subject tree, showing breakout wound of B3 (circled yellow)

P9 Proximal end of B3
Southwest adaptive growth flare circled yellow; southeast adaptive growth flare circled red
Woundwood leading to bark inclusion along margin of fissure marked by dashed pink line
Note timber darkened by oxidisation & water ingress following opening of fissure
P8 B3 breakout wound
Southwest adaptive growth flare circled yellow; southeast adaptive growth flare circled red
Site of fissure in union arrowed pink
Note initial shearing across the grain to SW but along the grain to SE

P10 (above left) Fibres at proximal end of B3 – see detail photographs. Woundwood arrowed yellow
P11 (opposite right) Failure initiation point (circled yellow) to SW (when attached): tension-wood
fibres shear across the grain
P12 (opposite middle) Shearing along the grain to SE
P13 (opposite below) Tension-wood fibres in central area of union forming knots and rolls
indicating mid-term structural distress

Ca. 45º

P15 Photograph taken to show angle of attachment to stem:
Plane of attachment shown by red arrow (point indicates upwards)
Direction of growth shown by yellow arrow
Approximate angle of attachment shown pink

